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ABSTRACT 

w\~ study some aspects of the experimental behaviour of tachyons, in particular by find 
ing out their apparent shape . A Superluminal particle, which in its own res~ -frame is spher-: 
ical or ellipsoidal (and with an infinite life-time), would appear to a laboratory frame as oc
cupying the whole region of space bound by a double cone and a two-sheeted hyperboloid. Such 
a structure (the tachyon 1Ishapell) rigidly travels with the speed of the tachyon. However, if 
the Superluminal particle has a finite life - time ,in its rest - frame , then in the laboratory frame 
it get s a finite space-extension. As a by - product, we are able to interpret physically the im
aginary units entering - as wellknown - the transversal coordinates in the Superluminal Lo
rentz transformations . The various parti cular or limiting cases of the tachyon shape are thor 
oughly considered. Finally, some brief considerations concerning possible experiments to -
look for tachyons are added. 

(x) - Work partially supported by M. P.1. and C. N. R. 
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1. - INTRODUCTION 

Tachyons (or space -like states) are already known to exist as "internal states n. Can 

they also exist as asymptotically free states? Here we shall address ourselves to this latter 

possibility. 

In connection with the rOle of tachyons as intermediate states or exchanged objects , 

let us recall the following. If we consider a tachyon T emitted by body A and absorbed by 

body B , it is wellknown that suitable (subluminal) observers exist seeing T to have infinite 

speed, i. e. deeming A, B to be conne cted by a simultaneous, symmetric interaction(1). Ot~ 

er observers , moreover, exist which describe that process as the exchange of an antitachyon 

T emitted by B and absorbed by A. Therefore, tachyons are actually quite fit to be the caE. 

ders of two -body mutual interactions(1·2). Let us add that in the first one of Refs. (1) we 

showed that - when describing the elementary processes happening at A and at B during the 

tachyon exchange in the A and B rest - frame, respectively - one meets all the four kinema..! 

ical possibilities: (a) "intrinsic emission!! at A and "intrinsic absorption 11 at B; (b) "in_ 

trinsic absorption It at A and Ilintrinsic emission II at B; (c) Itintrinsic emission II both at 

A and at B; (d) "intrinsic absorption II both at A and at B; where the last two situations 

are kinematically possible only in the case of tachyon exchange . 

Let us also recall that it appeared convenient always to consider (in each frame) the 

tachyons together with their own source and detector . 

For instance, from the classical point of view. typical tachyon sources are expected to 

be the hlack-holes, in the sense that only tachyons can be classically emitted by black-holes. 

By the ttReinterpretation procedure ll (3) of ~xtended Relativity(1, 3, 4) it then follows that 

black-holes must also be suitable tachyon-absorbers. As a consequence, tachyonic matter 

should be possibly exchan ged between black-holes(5, 6), - where we mean a priori both gra~ 

itational black -holes and "strong black-holes I! (= hadrons). 

However, in this paper we want to deal - as already mentioned - with the problem how

free tachyons would look like and how they are expected to behave experimentally. 

That such a problem does deserve a careful investigation is suggested even by simple, 

preliminary considerations of the kind of the two following ones: 

(1) Free bradyons always admit a particular class of subluminal reference-frames (the 

rest-frames) wherefrom they appear - in Minkowski space - as "points!! in space extended 

in time along a line. On the contrary, free tachyons always admit a parti cular class of sub

luminal (with respect to us) reference-frames wherefrom thay appear with divergent speed 

(V = ro), 1. e. as "points II in time extended in space along a line{l). Considerations of this kind 

correspond to the fact that thp- little groups of the time-like and space-like representations of 

the Poincare group are 80(3) and 80(2,11. respectively(7). 

(ii) When tachyons are seen b~: us by means of their electromagnetic emissions(S). they 

wlll generally appear as oc cupying two positions at the same time. Let us start by consider-
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ing a macro-object (emitting spherical electromagnetic waves). When we see it travelling -with Superluminal, constant velocity V, because of the distortion due to the large relative 

speed I vi > c we shall observe the electromagnetic waves to be internally tangent to an e~ 

veloping (double) cone r having as axis the motion-line of body C (this cone has nothing 

to do with Cherenkov's; see e. g. Ref. (9)). This is analogous to what happens with an air

plane moving at a constant, supersonic speed in the air. A first observation is the followin g 

one, As we hear a sonic boom when we meet the initial sound-contact with the supersonic 

ai rpl ane. so we shall analogously see an optic boom when we first enter in radio-contact 

with body C, i. e, when we meet the r-cone surface. In fact, when C is seen by us under 

the angle a such that (see Fig. 1 a) : 
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FIG. 1 - (a) When a source C of ele ctromagnetic radiation approaches at constant 
Superluminal speed V, an "optic boom II will be seen by any observer a as soon as 
he enters in radio-contact with C, i. e. for V cos a = c, The latter condition is 
equivalent to say that 0 lies on the "retarded" half of the double-cone r (see the 
text at the end of Sect. 2) enveloping the spheric al light-waves emitted by C; 
(b) The same case, when V _ co. From Figs. a, b we can notice that, after 
the "optiC boom ll , the tachyon source will appear to occupy simultaneously two 
positions, See the text; (c ) Representation of the same situation as in Fig. a, but 
in Minkowski space-time. Again we can notice that 0 will r eceive light simulta
neously from two positions. 

(1 ) 
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all the radiation emitted by C in a certain interval around its position Co reach us simult~ 

neously, Soon after the init ial optic (or radio) contact with t he emitting body C , we shall 

simultaneously receive the light emitted from suitable ~ouples of points . one on the left and 

one on the right of Co. respectively . We shall thus see the init i al body, at Co. t o split in 

two luminous objects C l • C 2 receeding from each other with t he Superluminal (relative) 

speed U: 

u 1+ d / bt 
I 

\" + 2d/ bt 

V 
b • 

~ 
c = 1 J (1 ') 

where d iii on and t = 0 is just the time-instant when the observer enters in radio - contact 

with C , or rather sees C at Co' In the simple case when C moves with almost infinite sp~ 

ed along r (see Fig. Ib). the apparent relative speed of C 1 and C 2 va ries in the initial stage 

1/ 2 -as U = (2dc/ t) • where now 011 = OC while t = 0 is still the instant when the observer sees 

C - C - C (G,10) Cf 1 F' 1 1 = 2 = 0 " a so 19. c. 

2, - ON TAC llYON SHAPE 

Let us then investigate what shape a Superluminal particle would show to us. Let us 

firs! recalJ that Special R elativity has been generalized by extending the principle of relati,:: 

ity also to S'Jperluminal reference-frames(] ' 4); th e fundamental requirement of such an 

lIExtended Relativity!! is that the Superluminal Lorentz transformations (SLT) change time

I ike quantities into spacelike quantities . so that under any SLT the quadratic form is invari 

a nt e:-.:<.:c pt 1'01' Us sig-nO• ] 1), 

u rollows in parti<.:ular t hat, if we consider a particle P T which is a tachyon with r~ 

sped t o the Supe 1'1urninal frames, to us it will behave as an ordinary particle (brad,y.£!!l . 

Let us initially assume su ch a particle P to be spherical (in particular point-like) when 

at I"cst : 
2 2 2 O$ x +y +z ~r (at rest). 

In the frame where P moves with subluminal speed v =' pc along x, (P ;; P B ) , the 

equ ation o( its IIworld_tube ll becomes (with the metric (+ ---), and in natural units): 

(x _ vt)2 2 o ~ -"'--'-';f-- + Y 
.l _ v 2 

2 
+ z ~ r 

which in LOl'entz-invariant form reads (d. Fig. 2) : 

o ~ 2 
(v < 1) 

(2 ) 

(3) 

(4) 
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FIG. 2 -:- The I1word_tube u of an ordinary (bradyonic) 
particle P =.PB , assumed to be spherical - or ellipso..! 
dal - in its rest-frame. For simplicity, it is assumed 
particle P tli move along the x-axis and the world-line 
of the center C of P to pass through the space-time ori 
gin, so that C;;;. 0 for t =0. Notice however that eqs. (4):
(6), (7), (9) of the text have been written down for the 
most general case, 

where xJ.t =. (t, x,y, z); the coordinates cJ.t refer to the center C of P B ; andU , 4) the four-v~ 
locity ul' is defined ul''' dXI'/d ~o (see Appendix A), Eq, (4) reduces to eq, (3) in the special 

case when the world-line of C passes through the space-time origin, and moreover 

XfL;: (t,x,y. z); cl' = (t, vi, 0, 0) , (4 ' ) 

In the more general case when P B has in its own rest -frame an ellipsoidal shape with 

semiaxes Xo :; riYal zO' then eq, (3) becomes 

2 
(x - vt) o ~ -2-· --2- + 

x{!-v) 
o 

2 
z 

2 ' 
z 

o 

and, in Lorentz-invariant form, instead of eq. (4) we get: 

o ~ 

(5) 

(6) 

(fi ') 

We have now to consider the same object P endowed however with Superluminal speed 

V along x; i. e. a tachyonic particle, P; P T , under the condition that it is a sphere (or an 

ellipsoid) when seen in its rest-frame, In order to get the shape that P assumes with respect 

to us when it is faster-than-light, we have merely to apply a SLT to eq. (4), or to eq. (6). 
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Actually, the only characteristic we need to know about the SLT's is that they invert the qua~ 

ratic-form sign (4, 1). Once we borrow this information from .Extended Relativity, we are able 

to state that eq. (4) transfOrms - for a tachyon P T moving with speed V =- ~c - into 

where for a motion along x we have 

Xp. =. (t, X, y, z) ; 

2 
$, r 

C
IL 

- (x/V,x,D,D). 

(7) 

(7 ') 

Again. quantities C!-L are the coordinates of the ~ C of P T , Eqs. (7') still imply that the 

world-line of C passes through the space-time origin. Therefore, the 3Ihape of tachyon P T 
is given by (cf. Figs. 3a and 3b) 

I 
I 
I ' 
I r 
J r 

it =o} 

o ~ -

y 

2 
(x - Vt) 

V 2 _ I 

2 2 2 
+y+z~-r 

, ~~~DY+H~~~+7~~~~~~---

(8) 

[CeOfor t = 0] 
y 

FIG. 3 - (a) Shape of a particle P, which in its rest-frame is intrinsically spherical or el 
lipsoidal, when seen from a Superluminal frame. Namely, when this particle (P;: PT) -
moves with relative Superlul11inal speed V, it appears to be spread over the whole spatial 
re gion delimited by a double-cone and by a two-sheeted hyperboloid asymptotic to the cone. 
The whole structure moves of course with the sfeed V of PT' If P is intrinsically spheri
cal$ then the cone semi -angle is tg a = (V2 - 1) - /2 . Notice that P T is infinitely extended 
in space only if P B was supposed to be infinitely extended in time: See the following. 
(b) The same structure already depicted, for t = 0$ in Fig. a, We cut it with a plane i2 par 
allel to the motion-line x, and in particular orthogonal to the y-axis. The intersection is a 
(two-fold) Ithyperbolic annulus II, delimited by the (four) branches of two hyperbolas. Such 
intersections rigidly travel with the same speed and direction of P

T
, The intersections 

with planes ,<]I orthogonal, on the contrary, to the motion-line are shown in Fig. 6 . 

One can immediately notice that (if the world-tube of PB was supposed to be unlimited, i. e, 

if P B was supposed to be indefinitely extended in time) the ta chyon PT appears as accupying 

the whole space bound by the double, unlimited cone y2 + z2 = (x_Vt)2/(V2 _1) and the (two-
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-sheeted, rotation) hyperboloid y2 + z2 = (x _ Vt)2 / (V 2 -I) _ r 2, where the latter is asymptotic 

to the former. Notice that the cone semi-angle a is (Fig. 3a) 

tga=I / ~. (8' ) 

More generally, for the ellipsoidal case, eq. (6) transforms ,in the case of tachyons into 

0"-

where, for (Superluminal) motion along X, if C=-O for t = 0, 

We conclude that the shape of tachyon P T is given by 

o ~-
(x _ Vt)2 

2 2 
xo(V - I) 

2 
z 
2"'-l. 

Zo 

cl-' ; (x/Vxo' x, 0, 0). 

(9) 

(9') 

( 10) 

It follows that (if PB was supposed to be indefinitely extended in time) a generic ta

chyon P T will appear to be spread over the whole space confined between the double. unlim

ited cone r.c 

and the two-sheeted hyperboloid Jff 

2 
(x - Vt) 
2 2 

x (V - I) 
o 

(11a) 

- I . (lIb) 

The hyperboloid Jt' is asymptotic to the cone r.t (Cf. Figs. 3a, 3b). For t = 0, the cone ~er

tex C c oincides with the space-origin 0 and the coordinates of the vertices V I' V2 of .Jt' 

are: 

( 12) 

Eq. (12) needs of course to be suitably modified if Clo when t = 0; if the coordinate Xc of C 

is Xc =. Q for t = 0, then as time elapses: 

VI 2 = P + Vt f r ~ , (12') 
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y 
The whole I1structure l1 9f+.K rigidly 

moves, with the speed V of tachyon P
T

, 

along x. We can also notice that the ce~ 

tral point (x -vt)2 / Lx~(l- v28 + 

+ y2/ y~ + z2/ z~ = 0 of the bradyonic el

lipsoid (cf. eqs. (5)) goes into the cone 

(1la) : i. e. the center of the bradyon-e];. 

lipsoid (internal boundarYI in a sense) 

X goes into ({j, that might be regarded as 

the tlexternal boundary 11 of the tachyon. 

Vice-versa l the external ellipsoidal suE. 

face of the bradyon goes - under the co~ 

sidered SLT - into the hyperboloid (lib) , 

that might be regarded as the "internal 

boundary n of the tachyon. 

F'IG. 4 - The equipotential surfaces of the ele~ 
trostatic field of a charged particle P, assume 
the form of two-sheeded hyperboloids when the 
particle (PT ) travels with Superluminal, con
stant speed (e. g., along x). Such is the result 
of the physical "distortion II due to the very high 
relative speed. The asymptotic cone has noth
ing to do - of course - with Cherenkov!s. since 
no actual radiation-eneq:>'Y is emitted by Rr du.::. 
io g its inertial (SuperluminaI) motion: In a sense, 
one might say that the apparent emission asso,:! 
ated to the II retarded II cone is exactly counterba..!. 
anced b'y the apparent absorption associated to 
the nadvanced l1 cone, The asymptotic cone, of 
course, is the one associated to the shape of PT 
(i. e, is the same as in Figs. 3). 

Also the equipotential surfaces as

sociated with the electrostatic field of a 

charged tachyon will of course appear in 

the shape of two-sheeted hyperboloids 

(Fig. 4). 

The problem is quite different, ho~ 

ever. when P E is emitting electromane

tic waves, i. e. when the emitted spher

ical-waves propagate with the light -speed 

c , In such a case, the waves will appear 

as spherical also to Superluminal obser~ 

ers(4), even if ~~eloped now by a (double) 

cone r in partial analogy with what is known to happen for a supersonic sound-source in the 

air. 

But let us go back to the abovemeJ.1tioned fact that also the equipotential surfaces asso

ciated with the electrostatic field of a (charged) tachyon P
T 

will appear to us shaped like the 

(hyperboloidal) surface of particle P T itself. In other words, the equipotential surfaces of the 
~ 

electrostatic field of a (charged) tachyon - moving with constant velocity V _ will be two-

-sheeted hyperboloids just asymptotic to the double cone CC(4). We thus re-obtain previous 

results(9, 12) which showed that: (i ) the cone rc has nothing to do - of course - with Chere~ 
kov's, and (ii) it is associated with no radiation emission , as required by the static charac

ter of the initial field and by the tachyon inertial motion (since, in a sense, the apparent ernis 

(x) - The semi-angle a of cone r is still given by tga = (V2 _ 1)-1 / 2. 
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sian of the Uretardect" cone is compensated by the apparent absorption of the "advanced II cone). 

See Fig. 4. If P
B 

is point-like and charged, then the charge of P
T 

a priori will be suitably 

dist:ributed . over the whole cone <t; an interesting mathematical problem would be to find out 

explicitly those non-radiating solutions of the Maxwell equations for tachyons (in Mignani

-Recami's(8) or in Corben 1s(11) form) corresponding to such a charge-distribution. But we 

are confining ourselves here to the tachyon-shape problem, 

3. - TACHYON LOCALIZABILITY IN TIME AND SPACE: VARIOUS POSSmLE CASES 

Let us explicitly notice that, if the nworld-tub~" of FB was not supposed to be unlim

ited in time but on the contrary has a finite life -time, then also the space -time extension of 

tachyon P
T 

gets constrained. For instance, let us start by considering the case when the 

particle P in its rest-frame: (i) is spherical and with its center situated at the space-ori

gin; (ii) is created at time ti. and (iii) is absorbed at time t2. Then, when P
T 

is endowed 

with speed V along x, we shall see (instead of the whole structure in Fig, 3, for - 00 < x < 

.< + 00) only that part of f€+ Jt' confined between the 2 -dimensional planes: 

1 
v .. V (13) 

such a couple of planes x = Xl' x = x2 shifting however in space along the tachyon direction 

with the Hdual n (subluminal) speed v = l/V. Since the· tachyon travels on the contrary with 

the (Superluminal) speed V, even the tachyon finite shape - i. e. the portion of CG+.Jft con

fined between that couple of planes - changes in time, Chosen any fixed plane X =x, the con 

sidered (finite) tachyon will be crossing it during the finite time-interval 

(x = x) (14) 

i. e, for a time-duration At independent of x: 

(x const . ) (14 bis) 

Cf. Appendix B. 

In other words, we expect the tachyon P T to be a double unlimited structure f€+Ji', i~ 

finitely extended in space, only when the corresponding bradyon P B exists for - 00 ~ t t < + 00, 

i. e, is infinitely extended in time. On the contrary. if the life-time of P
B 

is finite, the space

-extension of P
T 

is finite too, 

To go on, let us first restrict ourselves - for Simplicity - to the case of a point-like P
E

, 

Then, one finds that the vertex C of cone f€ will be visible (i. e. the actually existing portion 

of <c will contain C) in the range xi!:: x .~ x2 , where Xl' X:-2 are the fixed positions 

(15) 
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corresponding to the time -range tt ~ t.E: t2~ where tt' t2 are the fixed time -instants 

(x'=y'=z'=O) (16) 

Notice from eqs. (13) that also the mobile space-interval 

Llx = x (I) - x (I) = LlI' ~ 
2 1 (v "l / V) (13 bis) 

is actually independent of time; it is always smaller than the fixed space-interval given by 

eqs. (15) 

2 
- v (v • l / V) (15 bis) 

that is to say: 

the equality-sign holding only when the tachyon P
T 

has divergent speed V =00. [On the contr.! 

ry~ the time-duration Lit in eq. (14 bis) can be small~r or larger than the time-duration LIt 

given by eqs. (16): 

(16 bis) 

depending on whether V §.)2]. As depicetd in Fig. Sa, in the fixed space-range xl < x.( x
2 

we have: 

(i) during the time-interval t) to S"a finite double cone (with the x-axis as symmetry axis 

and bound by the two planes x = x-I and x = x2) moving with speed V. so that its vertex C 

moves from Xl to x2 ; 

(ii) at time t l • a finite single cone with vertex at Xl and base on the plane x = x2; 

(iii) at time t2' a finite single cone with base on the plane x = Xl and vertex at x2 • 

even if we shall not see simultaneously the whole pattern, because of eqs. (13). (We spent some 

time on this description, expressed in eqs. (15)-06 bis), also since for various reasons it may 

be convenient to assume the (finite) tachyon P T to exist only within the global time-interval 

t;. < I < t; given by eqs. (16)). 

If P B is not point -like, such a description has to be suitably modified (we still assume 

that particle PB is instantaneously born at time ti and instantaneously disappears at time tz 
in its rest-frame). When rIO. the vertex C of ~ has to be substituted(4) by the vertices V

l
, 

V2 of .J/"; and eqs. (16) become 

(IZ+Vr) / ~. (16') 
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y 

y 

x, 

x 

ca) 

FIG. 5 -_(a) If a particle P B has a-.rinite time-extension in its rest-frame (e. g. I is created 
at time ti' and absorbed at time t2), then P T will appear to possess a finite space-exten
sion. Namely, instead of the whole structure in Figs. 3, we obtain that P T will consist only 
in that part of tf/+Yf1 confined between the spatial, 2-dimensional planes x=x 1(t) and x=x2(t) 
given by eqs. (13) in the text; such a couple of limiting planes travelling rigidly in space a
long the tachyon direction with the dual (subluminal) speed v=ljV. This figure refers to the 
case of a point-like P B . It shows the (fixed) range xi ~ x :'S: x2 within which the cone-vertex 
C is visible , i. e , in which the actually existing portion of <c happens to contain C. Of course, 
we shall not see the whole pattern at the same time, due to limitations (13); (b) Here it is 
shown thesame picture as in fig. a, for a particle P intrinsically spherical (not point -like). 
See the text. 

In correspondence with these time-instants, for the vertices of .Jft'it is V I = Xl for t t), 

and V 2 = X; for t = G. with(x) (see Fig. 5b) 

x = ((0 V - r) / JV2 - 1 
1 1 

(IS') 

while the cone -sections with both the planes x = Xl and x =: x2 have radius r ext =: r. In cor

rtspondence with the same time-instants t I , t2 the coordinate of the cone-vertex C is 

C = tV' 
1 l' 

( 15 ") 

respectively; which in particular yield that now C 1 < xl; C2 > x2. Fig. 5b depicts the gene!. 

al pattern in the fixed space-range Xl < x < x2 (for time ranging in the interval tJ. .(, t < t;) of 

the Itfinite ll tachyon P T , when endowed with speed V along the positive x-axis and under the 

conditions specified in eqs. (13). ~gain, it may be convenient for various reasons to assume 

the gl obal time-extension of tachyon P T to be confined within the range ~ < t < G]. 

(x) - For simplicity's sake, we disregard the double sign enetring the Generalized Lorentz 
transformations( 1,4). 

x 
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Let us now go the the case when (PB having been assumed to be infinitely extended in 

time) tachyon P T results to be infinitely extended in space (and in time). Let us also as

sume P to be spherical in its rest-frame. 

In any frame fl in w.hich P is 8ubluminal'(PB)' its shape at a ce rtain time-instant t' 

corresponds to the intersection of the P
B 

world-tube with the hyperplane t ' =tI. Following 

the extended principle of relativity, a way for investigating the shape of P when Superlumi

nally moving - e, g. along the positive x-axis - with respect to f1,(PT)' consists in: (a) fin~ 

ing out the shape of the Superluminal particle P
T 

with respect to a Superiuminal frame (e. g. 

the frame foo which travels with divergent speed V = +00 along x with respect to I'); this 

means cutting the P world-tube with hyperplanes x =x; and then (b) transforming the result 

back to frame f'. This agrees with the formal considerations expounded in Ref. (13) in con

nection with the localization of space-like objects. There it was concluded that the space in 

which tachyons can a priori be localized is any hypersurface ~ orthogonal to a space-like 

line; for example~ perpendicular to the vector (0, x, 0, 0) : in this case we reduce ourselves 

to the abovementioned hyperplanes x =x. Any hypersurface ,I has of course two space-like 

and one time-like orthogonal basis-vectors, 

Let us analyse what ~ shall see in any such space ,I when observing a tachyon PT' 

To us a hyperplane x =X', e, g . , is nothing but the "world-space" described as time elapses 

by the 2-dimensional space-plane parallel to (y~ z) at x =x; so that we have to investigate the 

evolution in time of the intersection of tachyon P T with a given spatial plane ~ parallel to 

(y, z), Inserting x = x in eq. (8) we get: 

(x _ VI)2 

2 
V -1 

2 2 (x _ VI)2 
~y+z>, 2 

V -1 

2 
r (

_2 
x=x;V>l) 

which means that, in the plane &P, tachyon P T occupies the circular ring &it 

- )2 (x - VI 
2 

V -1 

2 
> - r 

x const. ) 

(l7a) 

(l7b) 

where C=:O for t = 0, and where eqa . (17a) , (17b) individuate the external circumference 

(= cone intersection), with radius 

r ext = I VI - xi i JV2 - 1 (18a) 

and the internal circumference ( = hyperboloid intersection), with radius 

r = Jr2 _ r2 
iot ext ' (l8b) 
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respectively~ that vary with time. Of course. if FB is point-like. than P T cor~esponds only 

to the cone CG and - on the plane !?J - we obtain only the circumference in .eq. (17a). On the 

contrary, if P
B 

is an ellipsoid. then the circular ring {if becomes an "elliptical ring" , 

The circular ring 91 appears. on each plane 9, first to move inwardly (untill wher it 

reduces to a point). and then outwardly (cf. Fig. 6) ; in such a way that the external radius 

r ext var"ies with constant speed 

;. ext I v 
.Jv2 - 1 

while the internal radius riot possesses the speed (varying with time) 

~ J 
-1/2 

1_(~)2 
_ ext (x = i :- const.; V 2 > 1) 

FIG. 6 - Here we show the intersections of tachyons P T with (2 -dimensional, 
spatial) planes 9 orthogonal to the tachyon motion-line, the x-axis , in the same 
case considered in Figs. 3. For simplicity, we assume P to be spherical in its 
rest-frame, and C;;. 0 for t = O. Such intersections evolve in time, so that the 
same pattern reproduces on a second plane - shifted by .ax - after the time .1 t = 
= .1x/V. On each plane, as time elapses, the intersection is a circular ring 
which, for negative times, goes on shrinking till it reduces to a circle and then 
to a point (for t = 0) ; afterwards, such a point becomes again a circle and then a 
circular ring that goes on broadening. If P B is supposed to have a finite life
-time, then also the above pattern exists and evolves for a finite time on each 
plane 9. Shape and time-evolution of those intersections are of course relevant 
to any possible experiments (the main problem still open being: What ordinary 
"material'/, would reveal the intersec'tion with a tacbyon?:). 

(19a) 

( 19b) 
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In the simple case x = OJ we have , as time elapses: 

{ 
I' 00 . 

rint 00 
ext 

for t == '- 00 ===- -V r ext ~ rint I' 
ext 

(20a) 

( 
I' = I' rint 0 

I' JV 2 _ 1 

1 
ext 

for t ~ -V 
V I' 

~ 
riot 00 

, ext 
(20b) 

J I' 0 
ext 

f ----4 for t = 0 ~ 

1 
V 

I' 
ext + 

jV2 _1 

(20c) 

I 
I' ext r' rint 0 

for t l-
I' ..jv2 _ 1 ~ 

+ V 
V r ext ,~ rint 00 

(20d) 

, 

J 
I' ext 

00; rint 00 

= for t = + 00 l r +V 

,~ rint I' 
ext " ext 

(20e) 

If x/o, everything results to be shifted of the lime-interval x/ V. Notice , moreover , that 

from the time Lito during which the cir cular ring .Cft reduces to a circle (i. e .• during which 

the internal circumfe rence is absent) one can evaluate the intrinsic diameter 2r of our ta-

chyon P
T

: 

21' 

and that the above equations slightly simplify by the substitution jv2 _ l ! V _ .; 1 _ v2• with 

v ~ l j V. 

In summary, when both t 1, t2 - 00 and riO, we have 

-oo<t<+oo -oo<x<+oo; (21) 

(22) 

where eq. (22) refers to the position of the cone vertex C. 

In the limiting case when r -+ 0, the tachyon shape - depicted in Figs. 3~ 6 - redu ces 

only to the mere cone f{;". 
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As to the tachyon speed~ we have for instanc e (x = 0; and C: 0 for t = 0) : 

r = Vt . JV2t 2 _ 2 

J 
ext • r int = r 

r 
ext 

ifV-=c/2 ~ Ii-extl = V; \ ;.\ = V 

l 
r int 

V 1,2 ~r; a = 45° ; 

(23a) 

r ___ 00' 
ext ' r int - 00 

= Irl -+ 00; (23b) 

where also the pos itions V I' V 2 of the hyperboloid vertices {cf. eqa. (12» and the value of 

the cone semi-angle a (cf. eq. (8'» are given. 

On the contrary, when P B is finite in time, that is to say ti < t ~ t2 with ti. ~ finite. 

then eqs. (14" (l4bis) tell us that the aboveseen pattern on each plane ~ will last a finite time 

.1t = L17t JV2 -1. In other words. the intersection of the (finite) tachyon P T with any plane 

x =x (Bee Fig. 6) will be existing only in the finite time interval tl (x) < t < t 2{i): See eq. (14). 

4. - THE .INFINITE-SPEED CASES 

The case V ... 00, when the cone semi-angle a ~ 0 requires a detailed analysis (since, 

e. g. ~ a cone with a ~ 0 whose vertex C goes to infinity will appear as a cylinder). Still we 

are assuming C ~ 0 for t = O. 

First , let us consider ti, t2 to be finite, as well as r. 

It is essential to remember (cf. eqs. (13 bis), (15 bis)) that when V -+ CD the mobile space

-interval L1x does coincide with the fixed space-interval Ax, so that the mobile spac~-interval 

(within which the finite tachyon P T is actually confined, as time elapses) becomes fixed . . And, 

instead of eqs. (13), (14), we can make recourse to eqs. (15), (16). Or, more generally. since 

L1x = Ax also for rIO when V = oo~ instead of eqs. (13), (14) we can make recourse to eqs. (15 1), 

(16'). 

Then, from eqs. (16'), (15') and (15"), we get for V .... 00; a ..... 0 

tl = r 
~ t ~+ !. t2 c c - (V --+ 00; a _ 0) (24) 

xl - c t 1 <. 
1- x! c t' 2 - x

2 (V .... 00; a - 0) (25) 

- 00 <. Xc .( + CD ; 00 for t f 0 , (V _ 00 a ... 0) (26) 
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respectively. The shape of the tachyon P T in this situation is illustrated in Fig, 7a. T he ta

c hyon would a ppear as a solid cylinder, finite in space and time, with varying radius (when 

C ,,0 for t = 0) : 

(V -+ 00) 

whose speed is : 

(V -+ 00) 

y y 

1 
I 

x, x / z z 

(a) ( b) 

FJG. 7 - (a) A particle P (which is spherical, with r f O. and exists for a finite time in 
itsrest-frame) appears. when travelling along x with divergent speed V::::;-a;:- as a so..! 
id cylinder finite both in space and time. The cylinder-radius shrinks with constant 
speed c, reducing from the initial value r to zero (in which case the cylinder becomes 
a segment). and then increases again - with the same speed - to the value r; (b) Under 
the previous hypotheses, in the particular case when P B is point-like in space, tachyon 
P T appears as a mere segment on the x-axis, existing only for an instant (i. e., as an 
"instantaneous segment"), See also Fig. 8, 

Initially, as well as at the end, the cylinder radius is just I r ext I .: r; and at t.: 0 it is r ext .: 

.: O. For instance, t h e (cylinder -gene rating) straight-segment which in particular is at y.: + r 

for t.: 'il, will be at y.: 0 fo r t = 0 and at y .: - r for t.: 12. In order to understand the present 

results, one ought intuitively to th ink that, since V - 00, dur.ing the infinitesimal time interval 

6t = [- s, sJ the vertex coordinate Xc travels from Xc -Jo - 00 to Xc ..,... + 00; so that for all 

times outside the infinitesimal interval 6t the cone -vertex C lies at infinity: 

r xC- ; ~ t ~ 0) .: - 00 ; 

Notice that rint exists only at the initial and final time-instants t 1, t2 when rint ': 0 (for tl ~ 
0( t <. f2 it becomes imaginary). In any case, the tachyon P T must be thought to occupy at each 

time [1 of. t ! t; the whole interior of the cylinder existing at that time, 

In the limiting case r = 0, we merely get {for V _ 00; a _ 0; and for finite ti ' tp th e 

linear segment x1 fo-----t x2 , existing only at time t = 0 (under our hypotheses): See Fig. 7b. In 

fact, eqs. (15), (16) yield: 
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t =0 
2 

c I' 
2 

(24') 

(25 ') 

as it can be verified also by starting from a point-like object, existing (at Xl = y' = z' = 0) in the 

time interval tI to t2, and then applying a I1transcendent Lorentz transformation n (1, 4) . Cf. 

also Fig. 8, This means that, under our hypotheses , the infinite-speed tachyon appears to us 

as an instantaneous line -segment confined between xi and x2 (in agreement with the heuris!.i 

cal considerations at point (i) in Section 1). 

FIG. 8 - The same case as in Fig. 7(b). Namely, 
here it is schematically shown that, under a tran§. 
scendent Lorentz boost along x(1, 4). a point-like 
particle PB characterized in its rest -frame by the 
finite life-time L1t' transforms into the "instanta
neous segment" L1x = eLlt' lying on the x-axis, In 
other words, a bradyon P B at rest (living for a 
finite time, and point-like in space) is transfor~ 
ed by a transcendent Lorentz boost into an infinite
-speed tachyon P T (extended over a finite segment. 
and point -like in time). 

t' 2 

\' , 

t 

x, x 

Before going, on. let us recall that in relativity the point-like case appears to be mea~ 

ingful only as a limiting case( 14) ; such consideration does actually inspire our present analy

sis. 

As the second case, we have to consider not only V - CD. but also both ti, t2 _ CD (with 

r i O). Let us for simplicity assume t1 = - 'fi = [I ; then,when fi _ CD, let us call 

We gel: 

v s" c lim 1" 
V. t'-+ CD 

I+srl c <1-"+ 
5 --

1+ sri c 

5 
CD < x < +00 ; 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

where actually eqs. (28), (29 ) do!!.2!. depend on V. With regard to eq. (27), we have to distin

guish the following subcases : 

if S = 0 -CD<.t<oo (27a) 
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s = finite t~LI 
- r 

if ==* -LI "- (LI " -) c 
(27b) 

if s= + 
~ E ~ t ~ + E _00 - c c 

(27c) 

In the limiting case for r -f" 0, one has that (when V. t' --. 00; r -to 0) : 

a) Eqs. (27a), (28), (29), for S = 0, yield that the tachyon P
T 

appears as a non-static cylinder 

infinitely extended both in space and time with: 

r ext :; rint = ct ; (30) 

For instance, rext :; rint - - co for t --to - co ; r ext:;' rint = 0 for t = 0; rext ; rint - +00 

for t - + 00. See Fig. !)3. 

x x • x 

(a) ( b) (c) 

FIG. 9 - When the life-time of PB diverges (.1t' ..... 00) together with the speed of ta
chyon P'1' along x (V - 00) , the tachyon shape depends on the value cs of the limit 
of V/ L1tt for V, 4t' -+00. For instance. in the case when furtherly r-. 0, we ob
serve (if C;: 0 when t:: 0): (a) for s:: 0 , a non-static cylinder having the x-axis as 
symmetry-axis and infinitely extended both in space and time. The cylinder-radius 
varies for negative times from - 00 to zero (at t:: 0), and from zero to + CD for posi 
tive times; (b) for ~ I 0 and finite, a non-static cylinder similar to the previous -
one (i, e. infinitely exte nded in space), but existing only for a finite time. The cylin 
der-radius contracts (with constant speed c) from the finite value c/ S to zero (at-
t = 0) and afterwards increases from zero again to c/~ ; (c) for S = : 00, a mere 
straight-line, infinitely extended a long the x-axis but existing only for a time-instant. 

b) Eqa. (27b), (28), (29), for 5 finite, yield that tachyon P T appears as a cylinder infinitely 

extended in space but existing only for a finite time: 

(31) 

for instance, if S = 1 s-l, one gets (in seconds): 

Also this cylinder is non-static, in the sense that: 

r ext. :. r int = ct (with - 1 :!. t oS: 1) 
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so tllat (see Fig. 9b) : 

- c ~ r int - r ext ~ + C • (32) 

c) Eqs. (27c), (28), (29), for s;"': 00 yield that tachyon P T appears as a straight-line, infini

tely extended along the x-axis~ but existing only for a time-instant (i. e. as an object "point_ 

-like in time n) : 

O~t';O. (33) 

Moreover: 

r ext = rint o . (34) 

See Fig. 9c. 

In connection with Figs. 7, 9, let us add that charged tachyons appear to attract each ot~ 

er when they possess equal charges; and, vice-versa, they appear to repell each other when 

endowed with opposite charges; this is .actually reminiscent of the behaviour of ordinary elec

tric - current wires. (Let us recall, in fact. that approach-motion transforms into departure

-motion - and vice-versa - under a Superluminal Lorentz transformation, as it can be got from 

direct inspection in Minkowski space-time). 

5. - FURTHER REMARKS 

Let us consider again the generic case of a tachyon P T moving with Su~)erluminal speed 

V along x~ assuming P B to be infinitely extended in time (Section 2). However, instead of ell..! 

ting the (moving) structure fG+,]If, depicted for t = 0 in Fig. 3a, with planes PJ orthogonal to 

the motion-line, let us now consider its intersections with space -planes ~ parallel to the mo

tion-line (e . g. I orthogonal to y , or to z). Then instead of the pattern in Fig. 6 we get the pat

tern already shown in Fig. 3b. Namely, the general shape of the intersection $ of tachyon P T 
with a plane !i parallel to the tachyon motion-direction is a (two-fold) "hyperbolic annulus"; 

in the sense that the intersection .1 results to be the portion of 9. delimited by the branches 

of two hyperbolas (such a portion conSisting, of course, of two disconnected parts ..11 an~ ..12 ). 

On any such a plane fl., as the tachyon moves, the intersections ..11 and ..1"2 rigidly move with 

the same speed and direction of PT' See Fig. 3b. In the limiting case (r -to 0) of a point-like 

PB, when the P T shape degenerates into the cone ct, the intersections of P T with planes or

thogonal to y and to z are shown in the Figs. 3a, 3b, respectively. of Ref. (15). In relation to 

the present remark, and in particular to those Figs. 3(15) we like to recall here the following. 

As a by-product of all what derived above on the shape of tachyons, we are now able to 

geometrico-physically interpret - at least in some relevant cases - the rOle and meaning of the 

imaginary units entering, as wellknown, the Superluminal Lorentz transformations for the 

transverse space-coordinates. Such a point has been exploited in Refs. (4). 
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This paper constitutes, moreover, a first step in the direction of suggesting - eventually -

II sensible II experiments with the object of detecting tachyons. We consider any such experiment 
when 

to be sensible only~based on a definite, developed theoretical framework for tachyons (even if 

not yet complete in its background and/ or i n its applications), A preliminary problem still to be 

carefully investigated is finding out h ow a (charged) tachyon interacts electromagnetically with 

an ordinary-matter electron, by us ing - again - Maxwell equations for tachyons either in Mign!. 

ni-Recami's(8) or in Corben 's(1l) form. 

Here, let us merely stress once more how unconventional the behaviour of tachyons can 

be - even if tachyons and bradyons are particles urelativistically duaP, - because of the phy

sical Itdistortion" du e to the very high relative speed . This is just shown by the present paper. 

To add something more, we should like to submit the following consideration, taken out from 

Ref. (16). It is known that, in a gravitational field, tachyons are subjected to a repulsive force , 

since(l) 

such that they absorb (emit) gravitons, while in the same situations bradyons would emit (ab

sorb) gravitons. Let us assume that an analogous behaviour holds also for the electromagnetic 

field, i. e. , when a charged tachyon interacts with ordinary matter. In the case of interacllon 

between a charged ordinary particle and matter, energy is released by the particle to the me

di 11m: For instance, in a bubble chamber one e ncounters along the track of high-energy par~ 

cles a series of o';erheated spots. Contrariwise, along the track of a tachyon, we may expect 

to encounter a series of undcrheated spots, with all its consequences ... 

We shall deal with these questions in another paper. 
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APPENDIX A 

Let us first remind that in Extended Relativity(4. 1,3) any Superluminal Lorentz Trans

formation (SLT) does invert the sign of the quadratic forms. so that fourvector products like 

x x}J- or p pIA- behave as "pseudo-scalars!! under the SLT's, and in particular under the dis-
I" I" 

crete nSuperluminaloperation ll S: x,." _ iXI-L (where S represents the "transcendent II SLT: 

see e. g. Refs. (4)). The SLT's. together with the subluminal Lorentz transformations, have 

been shown(4} to form a new group G. 

Moreover, let uS recall that quantities so as ulA- ;: dX
JJ
/ ds are Lorentz fourvectors, but 

are not G-fourvectors, due to the fact that ds ...... !ids under any SLT. So that, in order to get 

a G-fourvector. we defined(l) the four-velocity as follows: 

(AI) 

d'l:'o being the (G-invariant) proper-time element. From eq. (A 1) we got{1. 4) e, g. that p~ 

= mou", also for tachyons. In the bradyonic case up. =' up,; but in the tachyonic case it is 

up. = : i'u.u , For further details, cf. Refs. (4). 
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APPENDIX B 

Let us consider the subluminal particle PB, intrinsically spherical and subjected to the 

conditions set at the beginning of Sect. 3: That is to say, P B is suddenly created at time ti in 

its rest-frame, and is suddenly absorbed at time t1 in its rest-frame. In Minkowski space

-time, therefore, the world-tube of PB is to be confined between two suitable hyperplanes. 

The generic equation of any such hyperplane (cf. Sect. 2) is (xf.t- c/J)uf.t = const. In the parti

cular case when the world-line of C passes through the space-time origin, one may simply 

write xp..u fL = canst. In any case, since the fourvector products are scalar under sublurninal 

Lorent z transformations, the equation of the P B world-tube, i. e. O~ {x
l1

u iL)2 / uf.tU P- - X!1)A.$ 

:f r2, must be associated with the further constraint tl ~ Xp.up.~ t2, Passing to the Superlu

minal Lorentz transformation case, the fourvector products are still invariant (except for 

the sign, since they b e have as pseudo-scalars under SLT1 S (4, l); the essential paint is that in 

the tachyon case up. is space-like and no more time-like, so that the limiting hypersurfaces 

are no more space -like, but are referred to 2 spatial and 1 temporal basis -vectors, In the 

tachyonic case, therefore, one has to ascociate, with the world-tube transformed equation, 

the additional contraint: - q v'V2 - 1 + xV ~ t -~ - ti vV2~ + xV, which yields as well : 

~ yV2 -l / V - t / V ::: x ~ ~ JV 2 - l j V + t j V, Notice that, in the case when y = z = 0, the last 

relation becomes t;v/ V~ ~ x~ l0.v/V~. 
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